INSCI 2018
AT ST. PETERSBURG STATE UNIVERSITY
St. Petersburg is an ex-capital of Russia

It was founded by Peter the Great, the most successful Russian reformer

The city is young, as it was born in 1703
The city is absolutely unique:

Both the city center and the city skyline are UNESCO world cultural heritage objects
...but the best things you find inside, not only outside

The State Hermitage is top 3 museum in the world by its estimated collection value
...and sometimes ‘outside’ means ‘outside the city’
...but the closest attractions are next door
St. Petersburg State University is the oldest university in Russia founded in 1724 as an academy.

Today, it is top 2 university in Russia featured in THE WORLD UNIVERSITY RANKINGS and QS WORLD UNIVERSITY RANKINGS.
SPbU ALUMNI AND PROFESSORS INCLUDE:

9 Nobel Prize winners
6 chairpersons of the Russian government
2 presidents of the Russian Federation

...and also Svetlana, Anna, and Ivan, your future hosts
Very multidisciplinary – just as we prefer!
Besides that, we have over 30,000 students and over 11,000 employees, of which almost 4,000 have an academic degree.
UNIVERSITY WITHOUT BORDERS

Over 450 partner universities in 71 countries of the world. Double-degree master programmes are implemented in collaboration with 8 of them.

...and we will try to use it to promote INSCI 2018
School of Journalism and Mass Communications:
- 70 years old
- 11 departments
- Center for International Media Research

Faculty of Applied Mathematics and Control Processes:
- 48 years old
- 21 departments
- Center for Game Theory
The School has been hosting conferences for over 55 years now.

Also, in 2015-2017, it has hosted:
- Olaf Scholz, First Bürgermeiser of Hamburg (2 times!)
- Norbert Lammert, Chairman of German Bundestag
- A handful of scholars from top 10 QS universities
We collaborate with the regional competitors to the ‘big brothers’
The housing around the School includes:

- A Sokos hotel with SPbU corporate prices
- Art hotels and apartments
- SPbU dorms and guest rooms
INSCIIGHTS FOR 2018

• What topics would you like to see featured in the CfP 2018?

• What dates would be most convenient for you?
  • end-September
  • mid-October
  • November

• What formats do you see appropriate?
  • round tables
  • industrial sessions?
  • poster sessions?
  • project presentations?
In case of further queries...

s.bodrunova@spbu.ru
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